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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
So often I hear, or read, comments about how the Camino has changed people’s
lives. Travelling along the Camino one has little to worry about. Life becomes
very simple – where and what will I eat, where will I sleep, how far will I go
today? These are the questions that we face every day, and generally they are
answered - we do find something and somewhere to eat, somewhere to rest, and
our body tells us if we will travel far, or have a rest day. Those who walk see all
this in a much slower way than those who cycle, but whichever way one travels
it is still slow compared to the busy lives we lead back home.
On returning, pilgrims try to, as another oft-quoted phrase says, “Live in the
moment”. It is easy, at first, to take things slowly, to be more relaxed about
the daily issues confronting us, but then, as time passes many of us find that we
are slipping back into the old ways. We find that, sooner or later, we have
returned to the hectic, action-packed life of pre-Camino. It can be hard to
maintain that feeling of serenity, peace and calm one has while travelling the
Camino. Perhaps that is why there are some amongst us, me included, who have
what is almost an addiction to travelling the Camino. I know from experience it
only takes a day or so of being on the road to get back to that serene, peaceful
state.
Pilgrims travel, mostly by walking, the Camino for a variety of reasons. On the
Camino there is the physical challenge of the distance to travel and coping with
the often strange accommodation, there is the challenge of a potential language
barrier, and there is the joy of meeting new people and making, in many cases,
lifelong friends from near and far. Pilgrims are still making their way to Santiago
de Compostela seeking these experiences, amongst others.
Returning pilgrims tell us that numbers continue to increase on the Camino. This
comes as no surprise because the number of Pilgrim Credentials that we have
issued is also increasing. There were 49,728 pilgrims issued with a Compostela at
Santiago de Compostela for the months from January to May compared with
46,156 in 2013. In the month of May alone there were 27,354 pilgrims registered
at the Pilgrim Office (up from 25,206 last year). Although America heads the list
of English speaking countries with just over 2,500 pilgrims arriving in Santiago,
this has only been a 6.6% growth rate. Our friends across the Tasman have had
130 pilgrims arriving (a massive 27% growth rate) while we have had 929 pilgrims
arrive thus far, with the next highest growth rate of 22%.
We have issued Pilgrim Credentials to our members in every state, to members
in small country towns and in the big cities, to young pilgrims and to those of
more senior years. Some have walked, others have ridden a bike and a few a
horse. One of the special things about our members is that many recognise that
there are other Camino paths to tread (or ride). The most popular route by far is
the Camino Francés, with various starting points along that route. After that,
again with various starting points, the most popular routes are the Camino del
Norte (see p.15) including the Camino Primitivo, the Via de la Plata (some
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starting on the Camino Mozárabe), and the Camino Portugués. The Camino
Levante is also becoming more popular with our members, and we have had a
number starting in Montserrat (see pp.4-6; also Camino Chronicle #5).
The Camino is not one path, but many, and it is wonderful to see where some of
our pilgrims have been (or are going), on numerous paths through France,
Holland, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland to name a few. Some travel a
portion of the path, yet others have continued on till they reached Santiago de
Compostela, and others have branched out and are walking some of the other
pilgrimage paths scattered throughout Europe, the roads less travelled, such as
the Via Francigena, Cammino di Assisi, Cammino di Sant’Antonio, and Saint
Olav’s Way to name just a few. We have a couple of pilgrims who are walking the
Peace Pilgrimage starting from Vienna.
A sign on a light pole in the village of
Saint-Rhémy-en Bosses, the first village
in Italy on the Via Francigena

We are so fortunate to have the opportunity and indeed the privilege to be a
pilgrim. The Christian theological ethicist, Richard Niebuhr, said of pilgrims:
“Pilgrims are persons in motion – passing through territories not their own – seeking something we might call contemplation, or perhaps the word clarity will do
as well, a goal to which only the spirit’s compass points the way”.
If you have returned form a Camino may the peace and serenity of your journey
stay with you, and if you are about to depart, may you find that same peace and
serenity on your journey.
Buen Camino.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
[ED: For more images of different paths,
see page 19—& throughout]

Cover photo: Aragonés Way
hilltop town; see article The
Catalan Way (pp.4-6)
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THE CATALAN WAY (MONTSERRAT TO SAN JUAN DE LA PENA, NEAR JACA)
& THE ARAGONÉS WAY (SAN JUAN DE LA PENA TO PUENTA LA REINA)
Our expedition followed the Catalan
Way, linking with the Aragonés Way,
and finally the French Way. We are
travelling during the European Spring
of 2014, and are still on The Way
as we
ton
write this account! ins—San An ery
Ru

st
mona

We started at Montserrat, near
Barcelona, travelling there by train.
Montserrat is famous for its natural
environment consisting of blunt, needle-shaped columns of rock forming a
substantial mountain range, and for
the monastery perched high above the
valley.

Leaving Montserrat and the start
of an 1100k pilgrimage;
Scenery at Montserrat

Our route was from Montserrat to San
Juan de la Pena (on the Aragonés
Way), and thence to Puenta la Reina
on the French Way (Camino Francés).
Chris
tmas
This route should not be confused with
i n Le
on...
another one commonly also described
as the Catalan Way. That route passes
through Lleida and Zaragoza, omitting
the Aragonese route, and meets the French Way at Logrono. We shared that
route for the first three days ex-Montserrat, but it diverges at Tarrega. Our
route is described comprehensively, and confusingly, in Catalan (!) on the
website http://caminodesantiago.consumer.es . That site has good maps, but its
Google translation is almost as baffling as Catalan.
We trekked for 15 days to arrive
rgos at a major city called Huesca. Because of the
d Bu
rugged and remote nature
… an of the next 4 days which would have required carrying
several days’ food with us, we took a train the last 70 km to Jaca, and joined
the Aragonés Way. From Jaca it is another six days walk to Puenta la Reina
where we joined the French Way.
Signage to Santiago

Following are some impressions of our
Camino Catalan de San Jaume.
For greater detail, contact the Editor
for our email address, and/or peruse
our blog site
http://maczkowiack.blogspot.com.au/
The Spanish (Catalan) people
Without exception, and to our profound
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Ancient hilltops

gratitude, we encountered locals who
did things like offer directions, walk
with us to our designated albergue
when its address was obscure, assist
with phone calls, and generally made
us feel welcome. These expressions of
warmth were invaluable. Very few
people spoke English and some
knowledge of Spanish is needed, even
if limited.

The landscape
Our route took us through 240km of farming land to Huesca. The main horticultural crops are almonds, apples, pears, and vines. These were in blossom and
budding, heralding the end of winter. Cereal crops are also common. As a footnote to the level of pleasure the pilgrim experiences in this section, the cereal
crops are predominantly used to feed Cataluna’s eight million pigs, and through
much of this section of the Camino, the odour from the piggeries assaults the
nostrils. The landscape from Huesca to Puenta la Reina becomes more mountainous frequently offering commanding views of expansive valleys, and was our
most enjoyable section.
Cautions
The whole of our first three weeks on
these two routes needs to be well
considered by potential pilgrims in the
context of being a road less travelled
(we met only one other pilgrim on the
Catalan route and 6 others near the
end of the Aragonés Way).

Paths—beautiful and not so!

The website listed shows where
albergues are situated and it is necessary to walk that distance each day
(averaging perhaps 20 kilometres apart)
as there are no in-between places to
stay. Many of the villages are very
small, some do not have bars or shops
or they may be closed when you get
there – hence we found it necessary to
carry lunch and water with us each
day, and to also purchase something
for breakfast the night before.
Signage is very good throughout and we
were very confident following the yellow arrows. One should be certain that
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‘Albergue’: in the top of a shed!

your gear is in good condition as there
are no large towns for many kilometres
and a worn-out boot will not be easily
replaced or rain protection purchased.
The infrastructure that exists on the
French Way, such as support for sending bags ahead, does not exist, so be
prepared to carry everything.

Some of the albergues are very basic
(ie a shed—see photo), one no longer
existed and very few had kitchens and
washing machines. As so few pilgrims
pass this way we found that phoning ahead gave someone some expectation of
two peregrinos from Australia. Upon reaching a town, it also takes additional
time to find the albergue as its location is not signed with arrows.
If travelling alone, be certain you can enjoy your own company, as the reduced
numbers of pilgrims means that you will not have others you can chat with (we
don’t know how this situation changes in the summer months). Several village/
monastic names are very similar to each other, opening the possibility of significant confusion. For example, there is a place called Puenta la Reina de Jaca
along the Aragonés Way. This town is several days short of the well-known Puenta la Reina, Gares, the point at which the Aragonés Way meets the French Way…
Joining the French Way (Camino Francés)
When joining the French Way at Puenta la Reina, we at first felt over-run by
hordes of pilgrims, adventurers, accommodation options and tourist and food
shops touting for business. The French Way lives up to the reputation forged by
the countless books and by ‘The Way’ movie. Its source of enjoyment and inspiration are however different from the Catalan Way.
At the time of writing we are at Leon. We are delighted that we chose the Catalan Way (Montserrat to Jaca) as our introduction to eight weeks of adventure and
an 1100 kilometre pilgrimage.
Anne and Bob Maczkowiack (Qld)
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AUSSIE CAMINO: MACKILLOP-WOODS WAY
There is now an official Camino in Australia, endorsed by the Mary MacKillop
Penola Centre, following places visited by Australia’s first Saint, Mary of the
Cross MacKillop, in her life time. In its early stages of development it runs from
Portland to Penola, via Port MacDonnell in SA.
On 5 April a group of 33 pilgrims walked the 217k MacKillop-Woods Way from
Portland in Victoria to Penola in South Australia, following St Mary MacKillop’s
journey in 1866 from Portland to Penola, which is widely accepted as the birthplace of St Mary MacKillop’s order.
For further info please go to:
http://caminoaustralia.blogspot.com.au/

CAMINO QUARTERLY MAGAZINE
I am writing to tell you about a new resource for Camino pilgrims past, present, and future. Several pilgrims have worked together to create a print magazine about the Camino de Santiago, the Camino Quarterly, and we need your
help to spread the word.
We've finished the Preview issue of the Camino Quarterly which is a sampling of
articles that will appear in the first ‘official’ issue, and may be viewed electronically on the website, along with information about subscriptions, submissions and advertising at http://CaminoQuarterly.com .
We are also on Facebook (facebook.com/CaminoQuarterly) and Twitter
(twitter.com/CaminoQuarterly).
Thank you for helping us spread the word about the Camino Quarterly. If you
have any questions, please feel free to make contact.
Warm regards,
Laura Yavelow
Email Laura@CaminoQuarterly.comPhone
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WINCHESTER TO SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA (continued)
PART III ROYAN to BILBAO: Voie Littorale/Camino del Norte
Wednesday 29 May I wake to the sound of heavy rain on the window pane. This is
not the Camino Francés with its frantic get-up-and-go regime starting at a time
that most people in their ordinary lives would consider obscene (no me gusta)
and my ferry departs at 9.30, so I turn over and pull the blanket over my head.
The next stretch of the Camino, from Le Verdon-sur-Mer as far as the Spanish
border, is known as the Voie Littorale. It has also been called the Voie de Soulac
and Voie des Anglais and in the Middle Ages was the fifth most popular route
through France.
The ferry ride across the Gironde to Le Verdon-sur-Mer is short and inexpensive
and soon after arrival I spot the first wooden post with its blue or yellow cap and
coquille guiding me to Soulac-sur-Mer. The path through the forest is an old narrow gauge railway line which has been paved as a bicycle track. It doesn’t take
long to reach Soulac, arriving in a large square dominated by the 12th century basilica of N.D de Fin-desTerres… and tourist buses. In the corner is the hotel I
am looking for, so I check in, have a beer and make
my way across the square to the Basilica. It was constructed (according to the plaque inside) by the Benedictines of St-Croix of Bordeaux. It was much visited
by pilgrims in the Middle Ages including such notables
as Elèonore de Guienne, queen of England in 1199
and by Louis XI on several occasions in the 15th century. It has suffered from inundation by sand and water
in the 13th and 14th centuries, was fortified during the
religious wars, sacked by the Huguenots in 1522 and
completely covered by water and abandoned in 1744.
Starting in 1859 the ruins were excavated and uncovered, the Basilica restored and in 1891 it was declared a National Monument. It is a gem.

Signs along the ‘French’ Way
AFotC Newsletter #9 June 2014
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Leaving the Basilica I go in
search of lunch. Soulac is a
seaside town and could be
anywhere. If I close my eyes
it could most certainly be in
England as the town is chockers with Poms from a cruise
ship. All the likely looking
restos are full but I find a
spot outside a tiny Vietnamese place. The plat du jour is
Paths along the route:
a spring roll with lettuce,
Soulac and Sanguinet
mint, rice and spicy pork.
Very good and inexpensive at 12€ including beer. I basically waste the rest of the
day with a visit to the market, a couple of bars and the tourist office which
doesn’t recommend that I take the D3 but confirms that it follows the historic
route and runs through the main towns. The chemin takes the pilgrim through
the Plage appendages. A most excellent dinner at La Villa Soulacaise, which I
failed to get into for lunch, finishes the day. Pastis, rillettes de thon; canard
confit; tiramisu; pichet de vin - 34€ worth of theatre on a plate.
Thursday morning and I have to decide whether to take the waymarked route
near the sea, or the historic route a little further inland along the D101. In the
Middle Ages this area was largely sandy marsh and sparsely populated. The original route has been sealed and is now the D101 and D3, running to the east of the
lakes in the region. A decision was taken to waymark the bicycle tracks to the
west of the lakes and avoid the road. I choose the historic route. There is little
traffic. The route is flat through paddocks and pine forest. There are chapels and
churches at L’Hopital (where I fill up my water bottle in the cemetary) and
Vendays Montalivet. They appear to be 19th century neo-Gothic rebuilds. I buy
beer, bread and cheese and huddle in a bus shelter to eat and drink. I have
walked 21km so far today and there are no more villages until Hourtin; another
20 km. I arrive around 5pm and check into my hotel. I have soirée d’étape which
is the same as demi pension: half board. It is usually cheaper than paying for the
room and meals separately, though there is no choice with the food. Goat cheese
salad with lardons, lettuce tomato and mayo: very good; calamari rings in batter: very bad; cake with fruit, custard and cream: good.
Punaises!!!! I wake in the middle of the night being snacked on by bedbugs. Turn
on my keylight and see some hovering around the pillow. I quickly kill them and
later some more and no more attacks thereafter. Before leaving in the morning I
settle the bill and warn the receptionist about the bugs:
“Il y a des punaises dans la chambre.”
“Punaises?”
“Oui, punaises de lit.”
“Petites bêtes?”
“Oui, et le sang sur les draps est le mien. Au revoir madame.”Strangely her look
of horror and disbelief makes me chuckle as I depart.
Page 9
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It had rained heavily during the night so I
don my full rain kit, basically waterproof
trousers, semi-waterproof jacket (the seams
leak) and my trusty umbrella. (I gave up on
the Goretex jacket after carrying it for
about 8000km and wearing it twice.) I head
along the D3 to Carcans and its splendid neo
-Gothic church of St-Martin built in 1870 on
the site of an original built in 1099. It is
open and inside I view the 17th century statue of St-Jacques. I had hoped to have a
short day and stay at Lacanau, but on arrival find there is no accommodation. My
Andernos-les-Bains
choices: take the 2.15 bus to the beach or
walk a further 13km to Le Porge where there is a B&B and a caravan for pilgrims.
I have lunch and continue to Le Porge where fortunately the tourist office is still
open. The cheerful officer confirms that there is free pilgrim accommodation
close by and sends for the key. A policeman arrives with the key and leads me to
the rear of the presbytery where there sits a small dilapidated caravan with flat
tyres, no power and no water. Could do with a dusting and a wash too. Inside and
out. Fortunately at this time of year it is more or less light until my bedtime. And
there are public toilets very close by which the policeman assures me will remain
unlocked all night. I go to the pharmacy, buy bug spray and attack the inside of
the van and my gear. I then go to a grease joint recommended by the tourist
officer and have a fairly decent burger, chips and glass of red wine. The patronne is eager to talk: economy, trade with China, kangaroo/horse meat, equestrian holidays, life in Oz… She gives me a free pilgrim bun for breakfast.
I sleep very well and wake up bite-free. My original plan was for a short day to
Arès on the shores of Arcachon Bay, but the tourist office cannot find me a bed.
The lady thinks there may be pilgrim accommodation in Andernos-les-Bains which
is only 6km around the bay. I reach the tourist office just before it closes. There
is an hotel which provides special rates for pilgrims; the officer calls but there is
no answer. I go there on the off-chance and am in luck; there is a room and
meals too. After lunch I take a stroll into town. Apart from the seafront, the
highlights are Gallo-Roman remains from the 4th century and the nearby 11th century church of St-Eloi
which has been restored. Curiously the interior features modern frescoes which work very well indeed.
The church was once 200 metres from the sea, but is
now more or less on the waterfront. One of my favourite churches of the chemin so far. Back at the
hotel I discover that Jacky the patron has walked the
Voie Littorale himself and also the Camino Olvidado.
Dinner and a very early night.
Sunday morning and I settle the bill, and find that I Gite pelerin at
have not been charged for wine nor breakfast! It is a St-Paul-en-Born
AFotC Newsletter #9 June 2014
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beautiful sunny day. A short day along
the cycle path to Biganos. After lunch
at a Moroccan café, I check into my
hotel, then take a leisurely stroll to the
port of Biganos on the river Leyre which
drains into Arcachon Bay. There has
been a port here since Roman times
and it is very popular with recreational
fishermen and boating enthusiasts.
Quiet despite the visitors, it is very
pleasant to stroll along the river banks
among the trees with boats and lined
with brightly-coloured fisherman’s cabins.

St-Eloi eglise, Andernos-les-Bains

Another beautiful sunny day as I head for Sanguinet. I decide to follow the guide
which matches the waymarked route exactly. The balisage is good all day, at
first wooden posts with blue plastic caps and scallop, then from the border with
Landes there are stickers which are well placed. In the Middle Ages it seems that
Landes was where the dog was buried, and according to some it isn’t much better now. I seem to recall reading that way back then the area was sandy marsh
which people traversed on stilts. Now there are huge swathes of pine forest,
planted to stabilise the dunes and prevent further erosion. The forests suffered
badly as a consequence of severe storms in 2009. Most of the day I walk on sandy
tracks through paddocks which were once pine plantation. Some of the pine forest still exists and I run into a large log collecting vehicle. The landscape is boring but pleasant. Maybe not boring at all: drainage channel glistens, pines sigh,
raptors soar. The last 4km before the bitumen is hard work on soft sand and then
there is the lake; very beautiful still and shining, slight ripple, hardly any breeze.
The tourist office is closed when I reach Sanguinet but there is a resto across the
street, though it is late by French standards:
“Puis-je manger?”
“Oui, menu de jour?”
“Ca va!”
Quiche, lump of beef with good frites, pistachio icecream, coffee, pichet de rosé
and 2 beers: around 18€. Back to the TO where the officer went to language
school in Manly, NSW. The hotel is closed, so the choices are a cabin at the camp
site and a B&B.
At breakfast on Tuesday morning I learn of the gite communale for pilgrims
which nobody had told me about. Another sunny day, and I make the mistake of
wearing a singlet. A straightforward 15km on the D46 to Parentis-en-Born where I
carb up with 2 beers and visit the very attractive church: a different style with a
pointy slate roof. Gothic interior? Another 3.5km to the junction of D652 and D46
where there is a truckies hotel/resto with a 10€ menu including coffee and wine.
My destination is St-Paul-en-Borne where I am given the key to the gite de
pèlerin at the Mairie. The gite is a small very clean ‘apartment’ with 2 beds and
a spare mattress. There are no shops but there is a bar/resto across the road and
a very attractive church (with a pointy roof). Yes, I am badly sunburned.
Page 11
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St-Paul-en-Born

Clocher Mimizan

Thursday 5 June is a very short day along the cycle path to Mimizan where I have
arranged to meet my friend Theo. I first met Theo on the Voie de Vézelay in
2010. He was on his first Camino and had walked from his home in Holland. We
walked together for about 10 days and, every year since, he has joined me for 2
or 3 weeks. We are very compatible camineros. Despite our different physiques,
we walk at the same pace. We like the same things (beer, wine, good food…)
and neither of us talks too much. I book a room at the Hotel du Centre, check
the 13th century Clocher (closed) and settle down at a table outside the hotel.
Coffee, beer, lunch and then two attractive young women approach and ask me
if I am walking. I recognise their English accents and thankfully switch to English.
Emily and Megan are students at the London School of African and Oriental Studies. They are spending their Uni break cycling France and Spain and they ask me
a hole in the stomach. After lunch the room is ready for me and there appears to
be some confusion about who is sharing the room with me. The patronne seems
to think I am sharing with the two yummy female students. Quelle chance!! But
no, it is Theo. He arrives, we have drink, walk around town, eat dinner and
sleep. Fortunately for me Theo doesn’t snore. Unfortunately for him I do.
My shoulders are sore from the sunburn. I deserve this. Another fine day and an
easy walk to Lit-et-Mixe, stopping for lunch at St-Julien-en-Borne. The TO is
open and a call is made to a camp site on the other
side of town which has on-site caravans for pilgrims. Capbreton: eglise
St-Nicolas
Three bookings have already been made, but there is
still room for us. We pick up food and grog from the
supermarket and head for the camp site. On arrival
we drink menthe and chew the fat with Babette, the
patronne before being shown to the vans. There are
three small caravans set on a concrete slab with a tin
roof over. The other three pilgrims are Frenchwomen
in their 60s, one of whom appears to be injured.
Friday 7 June is warm, humid and misty. We set off
along the D652 stopping at St-Girons to view the 13th
century church, rendered inside and out and with a
pointy slate roof to the tower. A few km down the
AFotC Newsletter #9 June 2014
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road is the delightful church of
Vielle, a single nave and apse, also
rendered and pointy-roofed. This
church was relocated from near the
lake to its present location in 1635.
No idea why. Just after Vielle we
join the cycle track which takes us
to Léon and a lunch of warm goat
cheese salad, salmon with vegetables, tiramisu, wine and coffee.
Continuing to Moliets-et-Maa we
find the only hotel is closed, but
the tourist office open. We may
have to walk to the beach for an
hotel, but no, the officer finds us a B&B at Messanges which is on our route, 5km
further along the cycle track. Storm clouds are gathering and we manage to
reach the B&B just as it starts to rain. The usual arrival routine and Theo discovers new blisters. I can’t stop my feet from smelling no matter how much soap I
use. The rain eases and we head for a very popular restaurant where I have an
excellent burger and Theo has steak tartare with all the ingredients served separately – a DIY job which I haven’t seen before. Theo says it is quite usual. A
heavy thunderstorm lulls me to sleep.
Into Spain at last!

Saturday morning. Overcast all day. Lots of rain, heavy at times. We are on a
cycle path most of the day. Towards Hossegar, near the dunes the wind picks up
and the rain increases. There is no picturesque seafront strip as such, just houses
behind the dune with occasional beach access. On a day like today it is bleak.
Theo’s feet are not good. Cold, wet, hungry and getting cranky, we need to find
a restaurant soon. We arrive at the beach at Hossgar where there are restaurants
and Hotel Amigo where we eat a Basque plate of bacon, sausage, pork, veg and
chips served by a delightfully round waitress who has “Squeeze me” stamped on
her forehead. Only 4km further to Capbreton past the marina and across the
bridges to the tourist office which finds us an hotel near St-Nicolas church which
we visit after checking in to the hotel. The church is not terribly ancient having
been built in 1539. One unusual feature is an observation tower attached to the
bell tower. This was used as a navigation aid by ships at sea and entering the
port and by sentinels looking out for possible attack from the sea and also looking for whales. We have dinner at the hotel: ham with melon, entrecote with
chips, homemade crème caramel, wine, Armagnac and coffee. All surprisingly
good. Our host is very talkative, but I understand only about half of what he says.
A lot of rain during the night and we get out the wet weather gear. The rain isn’t
as bad as yesterday. We follow the cycle path as far as La Pointe Camping and
there is a lot of water lying around, so we head out to the D962 and D810 which
is probably the historical route. But before that I espy a fellow countryman: a
damp miserable-looking wallaby sitting in an enclosure with various other unhappy looking creatures. I say G’Day, but he doesn’t respond. Taking the road is far
more direct than the waymarked route which heads out to the coast and is very
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convoluted. I am not sorry because I get to
visit the 12th century church of St-Vincent.
The priest greets us and makes sure we see
the 14th century frescoes. We arrive in Bayonne in time for lunch, then check into the
hotel Monte Carlo near the railway station.
Cross the river to the old city where the tourist office isn’t where we expected. The old
city isn’t very big, but you could spend a lot
of time wandering around. The cathedral is
well worth a visit as is the 13th century cloister and the 17th century ramparts designed
by the renowned military engineer Vauban.
Thirteen of Vauban’s fortresses are inscribed
on UNESCO World Heritage list.

Bayonne cathedral

Leaving Bayonne the landscape becomes hillier as we progress further into Basque country. First stop is the attractive village of Bidart with its 16th century church of Our Lady of the Assumption containing a 17th
century oak statue of St James which is possibly Spanish. Here we drink Pelforth
Brune and eat Basque sausage before continuing to our destination for the day,
St-Jean-de-Luz. My wife and I visited St-Jean in 2008 and then stayed in a very
nice hotel near the waterfront. Now Theo and I stay in a very cheap hotel near
the railway station. This is a very pleasant town to wander around, a popular
Bidart in Spain
seaside holiday destination with a busy
fishing fleet and in earlier times a privateering fleet which preyed on merchant shipping. In the middle of town is
France’s biggest Basque church St-Jean
Baptiste where Louis XIV and Maria
Teresa, daughter of King Philip IV of
Spain were married in 1660. Not overly
impressive on the outside, the interior
is splendid with two tiers of galleries
lining the nave and a Baroque retable.
Well worth a look. Finish the day with a
Our Lady of the
Assumption church
fine dinner a 15€ menu plus wine, pepat Bidart
pers stuffed with cod, black pudding,
fromage blanc with fruit and a litre of
wine. Coffee and Armagnac in a nearby bar.
After breakfast we follow the waymarked route out of town. The waymarking is good, as is the weather and
the scenery. We come unstuck when
AFotC Newsletter #9 June 2014
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To Zarautz

Zarautz

approaching the village near Chateau d’Urturbie: ‘Le pont est cassé’. We backtrack to the D810, stop for coffee in Urrugne and continue along the waymarked
route but go wrong outside Hendaye. This doesn’t cause much of a problem and
we are soon across the Pont St-Jacques and in Irun, Spain where we stop at the
first bar for cerveza. We have left the Voie Littorale and are now following the
Camino del Norte. It is too early to check into the albergue so we have lunch
first. We pick up a guide and accommodation list from the tourist office then
check into the albergue where there are lots of other pilgrims!!
A remarkably quiet and well-behaved group of peregrinos. No banging, crashing
or rustling before first light. Breakfast is laid out for us and, despite our 7am
departure, we are the last to leave the albergue. Slowly then steeply up to
Ermita de Santiago and Santuario de Guadalupe where we stop to catch breath,
drink copious quantities of water, admire the view and take a few photos. Bright
sunshine but cool wind. Continue along the well waymarked path to Pasajes San
Juan where there is a very steep but concreted descent to the waterfront and a
short ferry ride across the estuary to Pasajes San Pedro. Two emergency beers
then continue on the carretera to one of my favourite towns in Spain, San Sebastian. Attractive buildings, a sheltered bay with a fine beach, a surf beach to the
east of town, lots of restos and allegedly the best tapas in Spain. Only here they
call it pintxos. The old town is very small and mostly not terribly old as it was
sacked and burned by the Poms in the Peninsular Wars. One of the oldest secular
buildings now houses the Pension Amaiur Ostatua where I stayed with my wife in
2008, by myself at the start of my 2009 Camino and now with Theo. It is expensive by peregrino standards, but I like it. Not far from the pension is a small
St-Vincent Tamos
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View from Santuario de Guadalupe
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Pasajes St-Juan
cheap resto which I found
in 2008. The menu was 6€
in those days. Now it is
10€: embutidos; anchovies
and chips, flan, wine and
gaseoso. Theo has a sleep,
I go to the TO to try and
book a room in Zarautz,
but no luck. Have some
beers in the square, walk
around the boat harbour
then return to the pension where Theo is alive and well and having a smoke on
the balcony. Finish the day with pintxos at a nearby bar.

Light drizzle becomes light rain as we trudge towards Zarautz. There should be
good views, but low cloud and mist mean no views. There is nothing notable
before the ermita románica de San Martin de Tours just before Orio. Its large
porch provides welcome shelter from a heavy downpour. A bar in Orio provides
even more welcome shelter as well as beer and German peregrinas to talk to.
From here it is a pleasant walk around the estuary, across the bridge and over
the hill to the seaside town of Zarautz. Zarautz is popular, with a fine beach, but
frankly I wouldn’t go there for my summer hols. The last time I was here was in
2009 and I stayed at the youth hostel. This time we go to the TO which finds us a
room in a hotel closer to the action. A resto on the main drag does an excellent
menu for 15€: gazpacho, bacalao in salsa verde, tarta, wine. Orujo and coffee
are extra. The weather is improving and the tide out, so a stroll on the beach and
a paddle in the sea for which our feet are grateful.
Iglesia San Salvador,
Getaria
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Friday 14 June is a beautiful day. The first
4km on a wide footpath with an ornamental stainless steel handrail between
the N634 and the Bay of Biscay. Ahead is
el ratón de Getaria, a headland shaped
vaguely like a mouse and hence its name.
Dip into Getaria for a quick look. The
town was inhabited in pre-Roman times
and is of historical interest with a number
of gothic buildings. The town seems to be
built around the iglesia de San Salvador, a
Gothic church built in the 14th and 15th
centuries and unfortunately closed. It
might be more interesting to stay here
rather than Zarautz. Continue along the
Camino to Zumaia without stopping despite the lure of the impressive and imposing church of San Pedro. Climbing out
of Zumaia there are good views. Just
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‘El raton’ de Getaria
(mouse-shaped headland)

Gargoyle, Iglesia de Santa
Maria, Deba

before Elorriaga is a rest area with benches, drinking water and a toilet. And a
group of athletic-looking cyclists wearing ‘Camino’ gear, no doubt to remind
them where they are headed. At Elorriaga there is a small bar and a lazy pony.
Naturally we stop to carb up. Descend to the road near the A8 where we have
lunch at a truckies’ resto. Up the hill to Itziar then down to Deba where we
quickly find the TO and book into the albergue. Now I have been here before and
I don’t recognise the albergue at all. It is up the very steep hill from the town
centre - there are two lifts which you can use if you don’t want to walk all the
way. Then I remember that the albergue I stayed in previously was much smaller
and near the beach.
It is easy to get up early in an albergue with high ceilings and huge windows and
lots of others all getting up at the same time. Breakfast in a bakery then follow
the waymarked Camino halfway to Olatz then take the road. At Olatz a lot of
pilgrims are gathering outside the taverna which only opens at 10. We continue
along the road to Larruskain. One reason for taking the road just here is that the
guidebook warns of a descenso peligroso just before Markina. I remember two or
three such descents from my 2009 Camino. It was dry then and I remember thinking that in wet weather it could be very dangerous indeed. Hilly, quite steep,
forested. At one point we reach a T junction with no signpost. The compass says
go right steeply downhill into a valley. The compass is right. Arriving at Markina,
the albergue is not open yet so we have lunch first. The albergue is in a Carmelite convent and the hospitalero, Gabriel is very friendly but doesn’t speak English. He warns us that on the next stage
to Gernika there is mucho barro, lots of
mud, and we should take the road.
So we do! Leaving the albergue around
7.30 we follow the B2224 and B3224 all
the way to Gernika. Bright and sunny
all day. A brief stop at Bolibar where
Simon Bolivar’s family originated. His
branch emigrated to South America in
the 16th century settling in Venezuela.
Simon played a large role in liberating
Spain’s American colonies. A very big
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Markina albergue
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cheese indeed: they even named a cigar after him. Another stop at Ajangiz for
refreshments. We arrive in Gernika quite early and book into a hotel near the
centre. In 2009 there was still an albergue on the outskirts of Gernika. It closed
the day before I got there! Hotel Bolina offers bed breakfast and dinner for 20€
which looks pretty good, but the dinner is one course and no wine. Fortunately
we have an excellent lunch at an old fashioned resto which I found in 2009.
Monday 17 June starts off well with excellent weather, but this deteriorates during the course of the day with rain in the afternoon. A stiff climb through the
forest. We leave the Camino just before Morga taking the B2713 through Morga
(coffee) to Goikoletxea (beer) arriving in Lezama around midday. The albergue
doesn’t open until 3pm so we are forced to drink beer and eat lunch. The
albergue quickly fills up but nobody is turned away. We decide to buy wine,
bread, paté and iberico from the supermarket for dinner. We sit outside the albergue eating and drinking and then the Polish boys arrive, laden with wine.
I foolishly tell them about orujo…
Light rain. We decide to take the road to Bilbao, but have
difficulty finding it, but eventually we do. A steep climb
out of Lezama gets the gravy running and a very steep descent into Bilbao makes the knees a bit wobbly. I like Bilbao
more each time I visit – this is my third - and particularly
the old town which really isn’t very big at all. The albergue
is quite a distance from the city centre so we get a room at
Pension Mendez, a short distance from the cathedral. I
need new boots and a new pack, so I check the TO which
sends me to Decathlon where 90€ buys me a pair of Spanish
-made boots. I visit another shop and buy a Deuter pack for
185€. I am now ready to take on Darkest Spain on its own
terms.

St Jacques, Our
Lady of the Assumption church, Bidart

(See next newsletter for the final episode, Pt 4,
of Andrew’s looooong Camino)
Andrew Judd (NSW)
To Lezama
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To Bilbao
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PATHS LESS TRAVELLED (from pages 2-3; also see pp.4,8&9 for more images)

Left and right:
The Aubrac plateau on the Le Puy route,
France, and its highest point

Above: Sign on the
Vezelay path, France

Message just received from one intrepid pilgrim, currently walking from
Holland to Santiago (St Jacobsweg, Chemin de St Jacques) to raise funds for
the Catherine Hamlin Fistula Hospital & the Hamlin College of midwives
in Ethiopia.
“Day 10 completed and tomorrow I get to Maastricht where Max will join me on
my rest day and hopefully then walk a few days together. My friend Janny from
Leusden walked with me for 3 days of which the first was rain, rain and more
rain—8 hours of it. But since then fine weather. The terrain has changed from
the sandpit to more hilly parts. Everywhere is farmland, lush green crops of
beet, potatoes, wheat, barley, and silage. On the forest paths all is quiet apart
from birds tweeting and today a rather aggressive goose with chick at foot. I am
surprised by the number of shrines and crosses on street corners, in fields,
under trees... at many a turn, there is an iron cross with flowers and candles.
Many of these are not old. My accommodation has been great but very variable
in price and standards. Tonight I am at B&B Keutenberg, near Schin op Geul.
Delightful sitting in the sunny garden watching the washing dry.”
Nola Vunning (Vic) http://walkacrosseurope.blogspot.com.au/
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COMPOSTELAS, CREDENCIALS AND CERTIFICATES
NEW COMPOSTELAS

& CERTIFICATE

The Cathedral has introduced a new Compostela (above left) and a new
certificate (above right) for those who walk for reasons of sport or tourism.
Both remain donativo as always. These are both written in Latin as well as the
first names of the pilgrim.
A new cer ﬁcate of distance (below) is also now available for a small cost.
http://www.johnniewalker-santiago.blogspot.com
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CREDENCIAL AVAILABLE FROM SANTIAGO

Dear Pilgrim,
Recently we have made available to pilgrims
the Official Pilgrims Passport from the
Pilgrims office in Santiago. Just in case you
are planning a camino in the near future.
For more information go to
http://www.santiagodecompostela.me/
products/official-pilgrim-credencial-pilgrimpassport-from-the-pilgrims-office-in-santiago
A plastic sleeve for the passport is also
obtainable in a variety of colours.
Greeting from Santiago,
Ivar (Rekve)
ivar@caminodesantiago.me
Notice to pilgrims:
Don’t forget to show your credencial in Santiago and along The Way
to get discounted (or maybe free) entry fees into museums and churches.

100 YEAR COMPOSTELA FOR 2014
It has come to our notice that a special 100 year Compostela is being issued this
year, in addition to the normal Compostela. 2014 is a very special year, being
the 800th since the pilgrimage of Saint Francis of Assisi to Santiago in 1214.
Every 100 years the Francistern order produces their own Compostela to
celebrate this journey.
To obtain the certificate, you will need to take your credential to the Francistern Church In the hours of 10-11am or 5-7 pm.
[Unfortunately we have not been able to acquire an image of this Compostela.
Editor]

"If you really want to explore the countryside, it's shoe leather,
not car tyres, you need"
William Faulkner
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR—MORE ON BEDBUGS!
Hello Editor,
We just received the Camino newsletter (#8) full of lovely photos and stories.
Our walk took place before Easter 2012, and the preparations were extensive.
Like Nola, we were concerned about bedbugs; all the more so as we delved further into the subject. I researched which insecticide would repel and kill them,
their nocturnal habits, and many simple precautions. Before we left I purchased
waterproof fabric and made two fitted sheets with elastic all around. I put them
on an old mattress outside, turned it upside down, and sprayed Mortein surface
spray Cockroach killer on the edges that were on the underside. This product
has Permethrin as its active ingredient.
We kept these sheets separate from other stuff in our backpack, we washed our
hands after use, etc. so we didn't kill ourselves in the process! When we arrived
at a hostel, we first put the sheets on the bed, then took things needed out of
the backpack while it remained on the sheet. We pulled the bed from the wall a
bit, and checked the mattress for signs of previous battles. I also made silk
sheet bags as our sleeping bag liners, with a drawstring at the top. All these
ideas I gleaned from the Internet, and were much cheaper options. As you can
see, I wasn't going to let those naughty bugs get us!
I appreciated Nola's advice about how to treat any bites, and will be prepared
for that next time. Fortunately we had no trouble with bedbugs, though I will
never know if this was due to good fortune or good management.
PS When the newsletter arrived this morning I flipped through it without my
glasses on. I glanced at the page with the picture of the bedbug and thought
"ooh yummy! Another delicious Spanish cake
recipe!"
Hetty Stok (Vic)
Left:
Hetty at Palas de Rei.
Right:
Church at Vilar Das
Donas, a detour
off the trail
(2.5k from Portos).
“The church was
closed, but the prehistoric door was fairly
holey, so we could see
into the church at the
headstones of the
kings!”
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LA SOLUCIÓN
- UN CRUCIGRAMA SOBRE
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA Y
PEREGRINACIÓN
(from #8 see next page)

Left and left above:
Praza das Platerías
and the Italian-style Fountain of
Horses constructed by Pernas in
1825 which occupies the centre of
the square. The pedestal depicts
four horses casting water out of
their mouths, atopped by a female
figure, who raises one arm
holding the star of Compostela.

Left:
The palace of Raxoi (now the
City Hall of Santiago) opposite the
Cathedral in the Praza do
Obradoiro. The square’s origin dates
back to 1100, when work began on
building a Romanesque
basilica on the church that housed
the remains of St James (Santiago).
Left below:
The Catholic Kings Hostel
(Hostal de los Reyes Catolicos)
closes off the Plaza.
Thanks to Sue Burrows,
our crossword maker (see next page)
for the photos.
Caminoite aficionados from
all over Australia—
this is your newsletter!
We await your contribution!
Send to the editor:
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au
(replace * with @ to avoid spam)
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UN CRUCIGRAMA SOBRE SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA Y PEREGRINACIÓN — LA SOLUCIÓN

Here is the solution to the Santiago crossword which appeared in the last
newsletter. Thanks to Sue Burrows, SA, for this inspired contribution.
Sue has walked three times across Spain with her
husband, Kevin; the Camino Francés (2009), the
Via de la Plata from Granada (2011), and the
Camino Norte (2013). Special memories include
the 12th century Cistercian Abbey at Cañas with
its original alabaster windows, the booming of
the Burgos Cathedral bells, views from the
Montes de León between Rabanal and Acebo, the
sound of bagpipes drifting over the Galician landscape near Lavacolla, the Alhambra in Granada,
the Mezquita at Córdoba, the underground
prehistoric paintings near Ribadesella, the
picturesque fishing town of Luarca, the organ
playing in Santiago Cathedral, and the flight of
the botafumeiro.Sue did contribute one article,
for our first newsletter, but prefers to make
Camino crossword puzzles (two so far), and choosing some photos to go with the puzzles.
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